Irish Football is not like American Football and more closely resembles soccer. Belfast is the founding home of Irish football.

**MEMBERSHIP**

Watch this video to learn the rules, then grab a ball and head outside to practice your Irish Football skills!

~RECIPE & THINGS TO MAKE YOUR MOUTH WATER~
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Cardboard boxes that we know are lying around your house and create a Giants Causeway. A great source of adventure and entertainment is the skydiving, and an adventure park full of inflatables, indoor entertainment is fun to offer and one of the great sources of adventure.

**THE CUISINE OF BELFAST**

The final activity in our Belfast Camp this week is an exploration of the fun and food of Belfast by cooking it ourselves! Belfast is home to a great deal of fine dining and there is even chocolate covered pretzels for a child's greatest sugar dreams. The shop boasts walls and walls of homemade candy, candy from Aunt Sandra’s Homemade Candies.
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Another great food attraction in Belfast is Aunt Sandra’s Homemade Candies, a shop full of a mouth wateringly sweet variety of homemade candy. Another one of our favorite food attractions is the Avoca Restaurant.
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One of the great joys of travel is getting to try new foods and exploring new ways of eating. The Cuisine of Belfast is no exception to this rule and here are a few examples of the food of Belfast!

- **Have you ever tried these Irish recipes made with potatoes?**
  - an Irish twist on mashed potatoes with scallions
  - an Irish potato pancake
  - Boxty
  - Hot Cross Buns
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The Berlin Zoo developed a Native Species Program in 2004 to help teach the public about the importance of conservation. Ireland and all over the world. Preserving and protecting animals and the environment is called conservation.

**CONSERVATION**

Today, Belfast is home to the Titanic Museum, where visitors can experience an immersive tour of the Titanic, a reconstruction of the original ship, as well as other White Star Line vessels in nine interactive galleries. You can even read more about the Titanic here.

**THE BELFAST ZOO**

The Belfast Zoo is the ultimate place to take the kids! It is an educational experience that they will never forget. The zoo has more than 1,000 animals from around the world, and you can learn about the different species native to their region, many of which are endangered. In order to preserve these species, the Belfast Zoo has developed a Native Species Program in 2004 to help teach the public about conservation.

**THE BELFAST ZOO**

...and that is our animal activity this week! Print out this matching game and that is our animal activity this week! Print out this matching game and that is our animal activity this week! Print out this matching game and that is our animal activity this week! Print out this matching game and that is our animal activity this week! Print out this matching game and that is our animal activity this week!
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Like many public places, The Belfast Zoo has been unable to remain open during the current lockdown. However, they have been open for animal adoration with activities such as Animal Anagrams! You can read more about their breeding program here.
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More activities from Belfast Zoo's Facebook Page!
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**LET'S PLAY! SPORTS & MORE**
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When you think of sports, what comes to mind? Soccer, baseball, football? How about exploring the world of Irish Football? Belfast as much as or as little as you want!

**THE BELFAST ZOO**

The Belfast Zoo offers a variety of fun activities for kids of all ages. From animal adoration to animal anagrams, there is something for everyone! The zoo is also a great resource for learning and entertainment. Please feel free to explore the Belfast Zoo!

**THE BELFAST ZOO**

In addition to the fun and food of Belfast, there are also great resources for learning and entertainment. Please feel free to explore the Belfast Zoo!

The Belfast Zoo has been a sister city with Nashville since 1995. That means we have been friends for over 20 years! We hope you enjoyed this week's activities! Be sure and post pictures of your camp activities and tag us on Facebook (Sister Cities of Nashville) and Instagram (@SCNashville)! We can't wait to see all the fun you get up to!

Next week we will venture to our sister city Caen, France in Normandy!